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pursued in these matters by the Italian authorities. There
was a ridiculous story, for instance, which got into circulation
a lit tle while ago, to the effect that an order was being enforced
that all the existing inscriptions on the tombstones in th e church
yards, which were naturally in"German , should be erased, and
new Italian equivalents substituted for them-a story which
appears to have had no better foundation than an order that
in future the epitaphs should be in the national language.

At th e same time it is to be hoped that moderation-which,
as I venture to thin k, is the keynote to anything like a per
manent good result in Italy's task of conciliation-will, as
much as possible, be permitted to prevail ; for if that line
of policy is pursued, it may, I believe, qui te fairly be expected
that things generally in th e province of the Alto-Adige will im
prove gradually. Time, as we all know, is a great healer; and I
think that th ere is good ground for entertaining hope that , at
all events when the present generation will have passed away,
the asperities of to-day will become softened and toned down,
and the annexed province come to take its place as an essential
and contented portion of th e new and unit ed Italy.

S OME M OUN TAINEERING EXPE RIENO ES AND CONOLUSIO NS.

By E. H. F. BRADBY.

(Read before th e Alpine Club, May 1, 1928.)

I HAVE often wondered when looking round at the familiar
faces one sees at these meetings, why such-and-such

a member took to climbing and what was his first ascent.
Was he a wanderer who, with knapsack on his back, had roamed
over most of the beautiful count ry in the British Isles and was
then drawn to the Alps, th e best wandering ground of all, and
so became an easy victim to th e mountaineering fever, or was
he, as I was, by th e wisdom of his parents, taken from th e joys
of a summer holiday in England to th e somewhat doubtful
pleasures of a family gathering in the Alps? If so, how little
did he realise what influence that holiday was to have upon his
subsequent life. It was in August 1884 th at I joined from
school my family at Engelberg. Fired by an int ense desire to
pick edelweiss, and searching for it on some steep grass slopes
with insufficient nails in my boots, I soon had my first A.lpine
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experience, for up went my feet and down I came, but luckily
saved myself by clutching a rock. Many persons must, I sup
pose, have been killed whilst gathering edelweiss, and even now
it is thought by most people to be rather an achievement to
pick it, and yet it grows in profusion on the gentlest of slopes
and in the most accessible places. At any rat e that slip gave
me, and I still retain, a wholesome respect for steep grass slopes,
especially those covered by tha t coarse prickly grass that is
torture to the fingers and even penetrates one's clothing and is
found at anything over 7000ft., especially on granite mountains.
The late Dr. Wills told me that once, when with his father, the
judge, and his brother Jack, he slipped somewhere n ar th e
Eagle's Nest, on one of those steep grassy terraces so frequent
on limestone cliffs. He fell clean over a short step of rock
about 4 or 5 ft. on to the next terrace, landed on what we will
call the soft part of his back and was happily able to pull up
unharmed just before coming to the next step. How often
have we, in the early morning before dawn, especially when
with a guideless party, somehow or other missed the track or
path and found ourselves committed to steep grass gullies and
rocks. We struggle on in the dim light, feeling nevertheless
that it would be wiser to put on the rope, but not liking to
suggest it to our companions, thinking that every moment we
must be coming to easier ground and that it would only delay
the party. Then someone, who is more or less leading, sugg sts
that we shall find it easier on the left or right . We take his
advice, but find that on the contrary it is much more difficult ;
rather than go back, however, and get well behind, we manage
with some anxious moments to negotiat e steps that are more
difficult than any we shall find on the rest of the climb. When,
a t last , panting and ruffled we get to easier ground, we hear
from the distance th e rest of the party shouting angrily and
asking where on earth we have got to.

My first ascent was that of the Titlis in 1884-a family
party- with two guides and a friend of my parents to look after
us. He had had very lit tle mountaineering experience but

. had done some walking with a fat Irish priest. The priest ,
when his wind failed him, as it often did, always used to stop,
mopping his brows, with the same exclamation, ' Oh ! th e glory
of th e view. Oh ! the beauty of the pine forests.' Never
shall I forget the excitement of sleeping at the Engstlen Alp,
the rats which then infested the Inn , the early star t on the
following moming in doubtful weather, the five or six bottl es
of wine and the vast mass of provisions taken by the guides,
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sufficient to feed an army. Arriving at the glacier, there was
the interest of being roped together for the first time, but 'even
we thought that it was somewhat peculiar that th ere should
not be more than 2 ft. of rope between us, and I remember
distinctly getting into hot water by tr eading on the somewhat
trailing mackintosh of my elder brother, who was next to me in
front, and rending it in twain. We had no gloves and no
spectacles. It came on to snow with a nasty cold wind, and
the non-members of the family wished to turn back. It was,
a democratic party ; the disgrace of r turning defeated was too
much for us, and, by four votes to three, it was decided that
we should proceed. We reached the top, and although th e
weather had improved saw nothing. The guides, having con
sumed the greater part of the wine and th e rest on the way
down, became drunk. They were, however, sober enough to
get the rope into th e sack, and we returned, leaving th e
guides behind , triumphant, pestered on the way down by
another drunken man who, uninvit ed, attached himself to the
party . We managed to shake him off by running and he,
trying to emulate us, to our great delight stretched his length
upon the path . Except for slight frost-bite of the fingers of
two of the family we were none the worse, and very pleased
with ourselves. I doubt wheth er a worse equipped party ever
start ed on a mountain expedition.

Now contrast such an expedition as I have had th e audacity
to describe with that of Mr. Graham Brown and Mr. Smythe
on th e Brenva face of Mt. Blanc, and what a difference there
is. It must be remembered that one climbs a mountain
for the joy and the thrill that it gives and not solely for the
satisfaction of having done it ; th e best climbs are those which
give us the greatest enjoyment at th e time and afterwards.
It is true tha t as we grow more proficient in the art, the thought
of ascending ordinary mountains by th e ordinary routes with
ordinary guides would be unendurable and that th e thrill may
be more difficult to obtain. 'I'he Alps, not to mention other
mounta in distric ts, are so vast and still offer such a field
for initiative and skill th at even th e most proficient climbers
are not likely to look in vain for pleasurable excitement, as
even the easy mounta in may sometimes provide thrills which
are quite unexpected. Defoe and his party, if I remember
rightly, were nearly overcome by th e highly rarefied state of th e
air when ascending Cheviot, and Mr. Charles Tennant, in
November 1821, was unable for the same reason to stop more
than about twenty minutes at th e Flegere. Messrs. Graham
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Brown and Smythe's thrill was, I am sure, th e Red Sentinel,
the only safe place on that vast face. The reader of that most
inter sting paper describing their climb, spoke of it with
evident affection, almost with a tremor in his voice. Many
of those puzzling downward photographs were, I think,
meant, if possible, to r cord the Red Sentinel from a different
point of view. As slide after slide came on th e screen I found
myself looking at once for the Red Sentinel (generally marked
by a cross), and it made such an impression upon my mind that
I dream about it . I long to nestle in its arms in perfect safety,
and see th e avalanches hurtling by on either side. What an
exp rienoe it would be to spend a day or two in fine weather
beneath its friendly sh lter ! My only fear is th at if I ev r got
there I might never have the courage to come away. 'I'heir
thrill, I doubt not, on tha t great climb was, as I have already
said, th e Red Sentinel, My thrill on the Titlis was, apart from
th e novelty and fun of the whole proceeding, the drunken
guides.

My first guideless expedition a year or two afterwards might
have had a more serious ending. Most of th e family party
(whowere on th e Titlis) equipp d with alpen-stocks, and accom
panied by a young friend, while descending the Fisistocke at
Engelberg, found some winter avalanche snow in a gully.
This, we thought, must be just the place for glissading so I was
sent down first, quickly followed by my sister and th e friend.
Both lost their footing and came down at express speed.
I int erposed my body between my sister and the boulders at
the bottom, where th e somewhat steep snow slope ended, but
the friend managed to raise himself on his feet and somehow
or other went head first on to the rocks. How he escaped
fat al injury I don't know, but th e fact remains that he only
cut his head slightly and bruised his shoulder-truly the
mountains are merciful.

I certainly had more exciting xperiences in th e first few
years of climbing than in the whole of my subsequent moun
tain eering career, but I do not int end to mention th em except
on one particular climb, and that was the traverse of th e
Grand Cornier from Ferpecle to Zinal with two guides and my
eld r brother. On th e ascent Pierre Mattre, the leading guide,
dislodged a great slab of rock, which very narrowly missed
those below. The mountain was in very bad condition, and
we descended by the left bank of th e small glacier which is
immediately below the Bouquetin and which flows into the
Durand Glacier. This must have been an unusual route in
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thosedays and was certainly newto the guides. Onthe descent,
when cutting steps down some fairly steep hard ice, with about
two inches of soft snow on it, my brother, who was last but one
on the rope, slipped, dragging Pierre Maitre, who was last on the
rope, with him. Pierre Maitre fell on to me, knocking me out,
and Quinodoz, the leader, following suit, down we went. .As
fortune would have it we pulled up when th e slope eased off,
just before a drop of some 20 ft. or more on to blocks of ice.
I remember Pierre Maitre looking very pale and Quinodoz
quietly lighting his pipe. Now I did not then know much
about climbing, but it struck me that if such occurrences were
fairly common, and I assumed they were, climbing was, to say
the least of it , a very exciting pastime. I was, however,
puzzled because I knew the names of climbers who had lived
to a ripe old age and wondered how they had managed
to do so. Soon I learnt that these were not the everyday
incidents of the usual climb and that the sport, although
exhilarating, was not really a dangerous one. Eliminate all
risks and half the enjoyment would be gone. I had, I think,
had my second lesson, that a slip on hard ice, unless the man
who slips is directly below, is very difficult, if not impossible to
stop, and here, perhaps, you will allow me to discuss the matter
a little further.

The question was dealt with at some length in a paper on
' Alpine Dangers,' read before the Alpine Olub by the late
Sir Leslie Stephen in June 1866. I quote from his paper:

, Mr. Ball says that against this danger (that of slipping on
an ice slope) the rope is usually an effectual preservative and
he doubts whether there be any slopes that have yet to be
surmounted where two men well used to the business could
not hold up a third who might slip, especially if the third be not
wanting in steadiness and presence of mind. On this point
I must venture to differ from Mr. Ball and very many Alpine
travellers whose opinions I sincerely respect.'

In his paper Sir Leslie Stephen seems to come to the con
elusion that if a party is tr aversing on hard ice, a slip by the
person at either end of the rope means disaster. That paper
was read some sixty-two years ago. Was he right or wrong?
Have crampons made any difference? I believe he was right,
but yet I have very little ground for coming to this conclusion.

Everyone is naturally very reticent about a slip ona mountain,
especially if it has happened fairly recently; he prefers to
keep the mat ter to himself, and reliable information is hard to
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come by. I hope that some members will to -night throw
reticence to the winds, as I have done, and help us with informa
tion , for it is an imp ortant point. Most of us feel that th e st rain
of climbing on steep, hard ice is more than the strain of climbing
steep rock, partly no doubt owing to the more or less forced
inactivity of all members of th e party except the leader. It
is bad enough moving ourselves, but worse to watch the move
ments of the oth er members. We even find ourselves looking
down to see wha t will receive us if anyone does slip, and it is
a sat isfaction to know tha t we cannot possibly survive a fall.
We have all at times felt the stra in of climbing 00 har d ice.
Some few years ago when with a guidel ss party, five on one
rop , descending from the Schreck Sattel on a warm aft ·moon,
four of th e party were at the same time on ice with a lit tle
sloppy snow on the top . One of the four, who was off colour,
by way of encouraging the oth ers said in a plaintive voice, that
if he or anyone else slipped, the whole par ty would go. I was
able to assure him th at th at was not corr ct, because as I was
still comfor tably seated on the rock with the rope well belayed
below me, it must either hold or break, in which lat ter case
I should still be comfortably seated wh re I was and that I did
not doubt I should be able to carr y the m lanch oly news to
Grindelwald. H e w nt down the rest of the slope as con
fidently as if he was on his own sta ircase a t home, as much as
to say , I will see you fur ther first .' When I began to descend
very cautiously he had the effrontery to tell me to hurry up .

How much more comfortable should we be if we knew that
an ordinary slip on hard ice would almost certainly be checked,
but is th is the case? That two men could hold, if th e rope
were taut, a man who had slipped directly below them I do
not doubt, but I do not believe tha t they would, even in good
steps, hold a man who had slipped on a traverse;' ven though
the party were wearing crampons, which, although th ey give
a feeling of security, do not, in my opinion, help very much on
hard ice. I have discussed t he matter with Ulrich Almer, no
mean authority on the subject ; he agreed with my view.
When I asked him what he did when climbing with people he
was not sure of, he replied th at he cut such big steps that they
could not slip. The labour involved makes one almost shudder .
On the other hand, Walt er Risch, a brilliant rock climb er and
amanof great strength, who, with Herr Zurcher, first climbed the

1 See, however, A.J . 25, 4 ; 31, 261 ; the par ty were not wearing
crampoDs.-Eclitor.
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N. but tress of the Piz Badile, told me that he once held two men
on ice who had come off directly below him- a wonderful feat.

For some years after the experience last mentioned I climbed
alone, sometimes with a guide, sometimes with a guide and a
porter, and mostly in July. I am very glad I did so, because
th ere is no question that one learns a great deal of the climbing
art f-rom a good guide and in a shorter time than one would
otherwise do unless one was fortun ate enough to have very
experienced companions. I would recommend any beginner,
if he has a long enough purse, to climb with a really first-class
guide, and , if he cannot afford it, then, if possible, to get hold
of some chamois hunter, preferably one who has not been up
the mountains he proposes to climb but is keen to have the
chance. If he does not make as many ascents in the district
as he might otherwise do with a second-class guide, who would
take him up and down each mountain as fast as possible, he
will have a very much better time.

There are some men who, when th ey have done a good deal
of guideless climbing, feel that they can never climb again with
guides. I am not one of their number, although, of course, it
depends upon what sort of guide you get . What could be
more charming, for instance, than having a day out, as I hav e
had, with that grand old gentleman, Ohristian Klucker, with
his knowledge of botany and geology and mountain craft?
What could be more interesting, knowing something at any
rate of mountaineering technique, than watching and learning
his methods? for, although the standard of climbing amongst
guideless parties has much increased during recent years, I still
think that th e very best amateur is not as good as the really
first-class guide.

It was in those years that I was climbing alone with guides,
that I went chamois hunting in July: Stricken down after
eat ing some tinn ed green peas at La Berarde, Christophe 'Iuro
came to me one evening aft er I had taken a decided turn for
the better. He informed me that as the weather was so fine
we must go for some expedition next morning. I told him
that I was not up to it. Then, he said, we will go chamois
hun ting instead. I reminded him that it was July, but he
informed me that this was really of no consequence. I said
I had no gun. He said he had an old one. So off we went in
the early morning, I armed with an old blund rbuss. Unfortu 
nately he spotted a couple of chamois in the distance, and,
having made a long detour to get near them at a reckless pace,
T, thoroughly done up, following as best I could well in the rear,
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longed at times for the rope but was afraid to show the white
feather. After what seemed to me hours and hours we rounded
a corner and mercifully found our quarry gone. I was so
exhausted that I slept for about two hours; chamois hunting
for the day was over, we basked in the sun and returned quietly
home in the cool of the evening-a delightful experience.

On another occasion, on an ascent of the Fi.1nffingerspitze
with a guide and a porter, I was surprised when a youth of
about eighteen, who was evidently a friend of my companions,
joined the party with his own food, evidently intending to
have the day out. I said that if he came he must come with
us on the rope. 'I'his seemed to cause a good deal of amusement
amongst my companions, and I was told that there was only
rope for three and that I could feel quite happy about it .
I could almost see, should anything untoward happen to him,
the paragraph that would appear in the ALPINE JOURNAL, to
the effect that the unfortunate accident was due to the unpar
donable neglect of allowing one of the party to climb unroped ;
but what was one to do ? I had not the heart to turn the
young spor tsman back, and a wonderful rock climber he
was and thoroughly he enjoyed himself. Do exceptional
circumstan ces sometimes justify us in departing from the strict
1111es of mountaineering ?

It was then my very good fortun e to meet Dr. Wilson and
the late Mr. Wicks and climb for many years with them ;
Kesteven in th e early part and the late Dr. Wills in the latter
part , were often members of our party. It was a great honour
to be allowed to join such accomplished mountaineers, and if
there was any really difficult climbing to be done, it was not
I that did it . On looking back on that most delightful time
I think I was of considerable use as a beast of burden, and
although we took it in turns to lead, and, in a guideless party
every member should be able to lead, I found that I was often
put in front out ofmy turn to lead up soft and steep snow slopes.
It was in July 1907 tha t Dr. Wilson and I were, after a day or
two's training in bad weather, crossing the Kaltwasser Glacier
from the Simplon to V glia. There had been a good deal of
new snow. The day was fine and misty and the snow excep
tionally soft . I happened to be leading and went plump into
a hidden crevasse on a flattish part of the glacier and hung with
my head about 3 ft. from the top of the crevasse, the two ropes
making a right angle as they came over the edge. Solitary
climbers will say that there is no necessity to walk into a
crevasse, and it is believed that Klucker has never been in above
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his knees,2 but th ere must be a good few members of this Olub
who have had the experience. Oertainly it is not pleasant to
find oneself hanging, as I did, 3 ft . below the lip with a green
ice wall descending on either side as far as one can see. You
wonder why you begin to feel so queer, but the queerness is
really du to a great extent to th e pressure of the rope and
therefore the first thing to be done, if possible, is to let down
a rope with a loop at th e end in which the man in th e crevasse
can stand. We were for safety' s sake on a double rope but
had not a spare rope with us. Wilson at once drove his axe
deep into a crack and fixed one rope firmly round it so that
I could not slip furt her down. At the first attempt to get out ,
I pulled on the rope attached to the axe and Wilson on the other
and I managed to get the top of my head about level with the
edge of the crevasse, but I could not get my arms over th e edge
to pull on my flat rope and Wilson could not single-handed pull
me vert ically upward with the oth er rope, both ropes mean
while cutting into the lip of the crevasse. Wilson therefore
had to let me down the height I had gained, and I was in th e
same position as I was before, still hanging on the rope attached:
to his ice axe. He then came to the edge and I was able to
hand him my axe, which mercifully I had not lost; he th en cut
a trough in the ice down nearly to the level of my head so that
my arms could pull at a diagonal angle and his rope run easier.
We felt it was th en or never, and aft er a tussle, in which I got
my shoulders into the trough, I was landed like a gasping fish
on terra firma, practically done up, and, I was told, pretty blue
in the face. This was from a climbing point of view an interest
ing experience, because it does show that where two men are
climbing on a double rope and one man falls into a crevasse he
can be got out; but had I had a loop or ' stirrup ' to stand in, it
would have been much simpler. At the same time, if th e crevasse
had been much wider, and I had gone through the snow bridge in
the middle, the position would have been much more serious,
and with the difficulty of the ropes cutting into the edge I
should probably have never got out. Even with a party of
four I gather, although I have never had the experience, that
it is most difficult to extricate a man who has fallen into a big
crevasse. It is, of course, easier to pull a man out on the side
opposite to that on which he has fallen in, if you can cross the
crevasse for that purpose, and possibly, in some places, an ice
axe could be placed on the edge of the crevasse over which the

2 A.J. 37, 145.-Ediwr.
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rop e could run. No doubt there are some members here to
night who hav e had the experience, and will, I hope, be able to
give us some useful hints. You must be tired of hearing about
mishaps which, however, have been described with the defini te
object of obtaining information.

Let me briefly describe another incident of a very different
kind . On August 2, 1911, Wilson, Wicks, and myself had
struggled from Masino-Bagni up to the Allievi Hut on a some
what hot afternoon- a long and fat iguing walk as we had heavy
sacks. Hoping to have the hut to ourselves, we were disap
pointed to see, as we neared it, th an there were three persons
already there. They subsequently t urned out to be two
I talian gentlemen and a lady , the sister of one of them. As we
came to the door, one of the men came out of the hut with some
salt, meaning to give it to the mountain-goats . We had just
sat down at the wooden table, to have something to eat, when
one of the men came in, followed by his two companions, with
blood on his face and looking as if he had had a nasty fall.
They took him into the inner room and the sister then came out
and asked if any one of us happened to be a doctor. Wilson
at once at tended to him . It turned out that the goats, which
had increased in numbers, were so eager for the salt that they
had crowded in on to the platform upon which the hut was
built, between him and the wall of the hut and had gradually
pushed him over the edge of the platform on to th broken
ground below, with the result that he had dislocated his shoulder
and cut his face. A wonderful piece of luck to find a doctor
in such a place. What would one have done if one had been
alone or with a guide? I have been told that if a man dis
locat es his shoulder and you do not know how t o get it in, all
you have to do is to get him to stand upright, go behind him,
and then suddenly pull his feet from under him sending him
on to his face; the fall will probably send his shoulder in , but
it is a somewhat drastic remedy ; and I doubt whether I should
have ventured on the t reatment. The obvious conclusion to
be drawn from this incident is that one should be vel'y careful
how one gives salt to mountain-goats .

The average age of members of thi s Club must be something in
theneighbourhood of forty-five. Committed to mountaineering ,
they may well ask how long will they continue to enjoy the
mountains. When about sixty, will they probably find that
the sack app ears heavier than it did, that their power of
recuperation is not wha t it used to be, and that long and
arduous expeditious do not do them much good from a physical
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point of view and leave them tired? Can the mountains offer
them anything else ? Will they grow restless in the Alps when
looking in the distance on the scenes of their former triumphs?
They will recall those delightful days when everything went
well : the walk in the moonlight with an occasional glimpse of
the distant snow peaks which seemed to belong to another
world, so strangely beautiful and ethereal they looked ; the
lovely dawn, the hard crisp snow on the glacier with its wonder
ful undulations and curves; the warm, dry rocks, the excitement
of the struggle up that last few hundred feet; the cool breeze
at the top, the distant view when range after range of mountains
slowly melted into the plains, and that as they picked out
old friends soothed by the distant sound of the torrent far
below they sank into a dreamless and blissful sleep. Will the
thought that these are for them ' 'I'he days that are no more'
be too much for them ? Will they try to realize, as Sir
Martin Conway once pointed out in a Paper read by him to
this Club, that beauty is where you are and that you must not
seek it; that the mountains are most beautiful from a distance
and that guide-books and route-finding shatter the romance ?
Some may feel that they cannot stand it and they will turn to
• fresh woods and pastures new.' Others, and I think the
majority, will find that years have brought a keener apprecia
tion of beauty; they will be content to explore the unfrequented
lesser heights-and there are many of th em-which in the
heyday of their climbing career they would have despised, and
will find how really satisfying and beautiful they are. The
very beauty of the Alpine flowers will become one long delight.
Certainly as we become older we get more and more inclined
to get away alone from the haunts of men, especially jf we live
in towns, though solitary climbing, except possibly on hills and
mountains without glaciers, should not be encouraged. To
walk alone, to stop when you like, hurry when you like, eat
when you like, sleep when you like, and do exactly as your
fancy takes you is very pleasant. You seem gradually to
become absorbed in nature, to see and hear things you have
never seen or heard before. Have you never after six or seven
hours solitary walking on a warm summer day cast yourself
down in the evening on the grass on some lonely down or moor
and gently fanned by the cool breeze heard strange musical
tinkling noises in the grass, just as if the fairies were playing
to you on some tiny musical instruments? Imagination,
overstrain, blood-pressure, the matter-of-fact person will say.
Possibly it may be so, but, all the same, walk for seven or eight
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hours round Kensington Gardens or some of the commons in
the neighbourhood of London and then throw yourself down
on some likely spot . Will you hear such charming sounds in
such a place? Of course not, even if you were to wait until
Doomsday.

People sometimes say, ' Yes, the mountains are very beautiful
but they look so cruel.' Cruel in the sense, I suppose, that
people say the sea looks cruel because human lives have been
lost upon it; but if we, of our own free will and for our own
pleasure, choose to wander about what has been called ' the
great laboratory of nature,' where its forces are unrestrained,
is it surprising that th ere are occasional mishaps, and is it the
fault of the mountains? I for my part 'would prefer to believe
that there is a Providence that watch es over the footsteps of
th e mountaineer. Cast your mind back for one brief minute
over your climbing career. Has not th e stone missed you by
inches, th e avalanche of rock snow or ice fallen into the couloir
or on to the glacier just after you had crossed its tracks, that
splendid hand-hold come just in th e nick of time? When
storm and night were closing in and you had lost your way,
has not th e mist lifted just for those few moments which were
sufficient to enable you to get your bearings ; even the friendly
lightnin g shown you the way off that never ending ridge which
you had been descending, finally in th e dark, on to the glacier
below? And other incidents will come crowding into your
minds.

At any rate we back our luck. If not , why is it when in
some tight place, we swear by all the gods that if we only
escape with a whole skin, never, never again, will we be such
fools and, sooner or later, we find ourselves once again making
exactly the same vow?

'r HE EASTERN ARET'E OF THE SIGNAI,KUPPE.

(Punta Gnifetti.)

By MAX M. STRUMIA.

AT the opening of the 1927 season memories of early
scrambles brought my sister and myself to that almost

forgott en portion of the Northern Cottian Alps extending from
Monte Granero to th e great Monte Visa, a rugged rocky ridge


